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ABSTRACT 
 
Executable test cases start at the beginning of testing as abstract requirements representing the 

system behavior. The manual development of these test cases is labor-intensive, error-prone, 
and costly. Describing the system requirements into behavioral models and transforming them 

into a scripting language has the potential to automate their propagation to executable tests. 

Ideally, an efficient testing process should begin as early as possible, refine the use cases with 

sufficient details and facilitate test case creation. We propose an approach that enables 

automation in propagating functional requirements to executable test cases through model 

transformation. The proposed testing process begins with capturing system behavior as visual 

use cases, adopting a domain-specific language, defining transformation rules, and finally 

transforming the use cases into executable tests. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays, software development has become increasingly complex, resulting in high demand 

for software verification. Adopting an unsuitable test methodology would compromise system 
safety. For instance, the avionics sector has observed exponential growth in safety-critical 

software, military or civil. Some of the challenges that test engineers face are time (lack of time 

for detailed calculations). During software development, the manual creation of test artifacts 
remains a major cost factor consuming more than 50% of the overall development effort [1]. 

Enable automation in the testing process can increase software quality and ensure the robustness 

of the test results leading to a reduction in liability cost and human effort. In software 

engineering, scenarios have become popular to elicit, document, and validate requirements [2]. 
Scenarios illustrate a sequence of actions related to behavior and help reduce the complexity of 

an application for a better understanding and prioritizing of the desired scenario. The system 

requirements, functional and operational requirements, are captured in the form of scenarios and 
used to determine test cases (TCs). 

 

A scenario provides details about how to implement behavior reasonably. Since scenarios of a 
system together represent its behavior and its functionality domain, they maintain statement and 

decision coverage when a system is divided into test scenarios. When requirements are modeled 
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with use cases, a scenario can take a specific path through the model to instantiate a use case [3], 
[4]. As a result, selecting a use case for testing purposes, all its possible test scenarios can be 

driven to satisfy a branch coverage criterion. The execution of these test scenarios on the system 

under test (SUT) can measure the completeness of the path coverage criterion. Consequently, 

these path coverage metrics address the safety requirements and help test engineers find 
redundant or missing test scenarios.  

 

Our goal is to explore an alternative testing methodology that supports test automation and starts 
with representing requirements, formalizing test descriptions independently of the test scripting 

language, and targeting a testing language. Enabling automation in the testing process has the 

potential to reduce test effort, reduce human errors, start testing early, and support the auto-
generation of the testing artifacts. 

 

We were motivated to build a testing methodology that can use scenario-based notations to 

support the derivation of the TCs and make use of standard notations to capture and test 
functional requirements.  

 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys related work; Section 3 provides 
background information. Section 4 presents the approach followed by an evaluation of this 

approach in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes and draws future work directions. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
Several methods were proposed in the literature to generate test cases from use cases expressed in 

NL and UML diagrams. The following papers highlight a few that are relevant to this research. 

 
Ryser and al. [5] propose the SCENT method to create scenarios based on NL requirements. 

These scenarios are formalized in state charts and enriched with additional information. The state 

charts are flattened by a traversal algorithm to determine the test cases. More tests are modeled in 
dependency charts and generated from the dependencies between scenarios increasing the testing 

effort.  

 

Sarmiento et al. [6] developed a tool that models NL requirements using UML activity diagrams. 
Their approach generates test cases based on the activity diagrams to support the automated 

testing. The drawback of the technique is the requirement of using lexicon symbols to reference 

relevant words. 
 

Heckel et al. [7] proposed an MDT approach that separates the generation of test cases from their 

execution on different target platforms. This approach for testing applications is designed in a 
model-driven development context. However, the application of the approach is limited to 

generating test cases in a model-driven context. 

 
Somé et al.[8] proposed an approach that specifies use cases with restricted NL to be mapped 

later to finite state machine models (FSM). A traversal algorithm navigates through the FSM 

models and generates test scenarios based on a coverage criterion. However, the approach needs 

to modify the use cases to the restricted NL and create FSM diagrams which are considered an 
overhead. 

 

Nogueira et al. [9] proposed a method that captures requirements in a standard way using 
document templates. This automatic test generation approach extends the templates to allow 

inclusion and extension relations between use cases. Furthermore, the technique permits the 
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inclusion of data elements as parameters, user-defined types, and variables. However, the 
approach doesn’t generate executable test cases as the templates that capture control flow, state, 

input, and output as a source are used to generate formal models only. 

 

Some approaches as in [10], [11], and [12] use implicit relationships to support test generation, 
execution, and evaluation; while others like in [13] use implicit relationships to support 

regression testing. Further approaches use explicit relationships to support test generation [14], 

test execution and evaluation [15], or coverage analysis. 
 

Like most methods mentioned above, our work relates to them and derives test cases from use 

cases. However, it differs by formalizing the requirements as abstract test scenarios and 
transforming them into executable test cases. This separation of test specification from test 

implementation results in more flexibility for test deployment and allows test engineers to focus 

on the objectives of the test. 

 
The approach provides scenario coverage criteria and allows prioritizing desired requirements to 

be tested early in the process 

 

3. BACKGROUND 
 

In software development, several approaches have been developed to modernize testing activities. 
A known technique is model-driven testing which is an automated way of transforming and 

creating models based on transformation rules defined in terms of mappings between the 

elements of metamodels. In this model transformation engineering, the models at various levels 
of abstraction are used to enable generalization and automated development.  

 

Another technique used to modernize the testing processes is specification-based testing (SBT). 
The approach has been applied in the testing of complex software systems. SBT demonstrates 

that the software or the system meets the requirements and provides value. Thus, test engineers 

enjoy the precision and the detailed description of the system requirement offered by the SBT 

approach. The tests are developed from the context of the requirements and designed from the 
user’s perspective, not the designer’s. 

 

There are several modeling languages to express functional requirements and numerous 
languages that can be used to specify or describe TCs. Those TCs can be developed manually or 

derived automatically from behavior models. Some of the modeling notations used to capture and 

test functional requirements are: 
 

Use Case Maps (UCM): a visual notation for describing, in a high-level way, how the 

organizational structure of a complex system and the emergent behavior of that system are 

intertwined [16]. 
 

Unified Modelling Language (UML): is a graphical general-purpose modeling language that 

covers structural and behavioral aspects of a system. The use case diagram (UC) is used to 
describe the high-level requirements of a system [17]. 

 

Test Description Language (TDL): a constructed language to describe, and thus specify 

requirements as tests [18]. 
 

Testing and Test Control Notation V. 3 (TTCN-3): a standard language for test specification that 

is widespread and well-established [19]. A TTCN-3 module may contain a single case or several 
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test cases that can be executed. A TTCN-3 test case can be executed against SUT to express its 
behavior. The result of execution is a verdict that determines if the SUT has passed the test. 

 

4. THE REQUIREMENT PROPAGATION APPROACH 
 

Define a model-driven testing approach that generates tests based on the requirements of the 
SUT. Several organizations develop their workflow in an ad-hoc fashion where models are 

implicit, and Test cases (TCs) are written manually. The software requirements in the legacy 

practice are expressed in Natural Language (NL) and are developed into High-Level Requirement 
(HLR) and Low-Level Requirement (LLR) artifacts. These requirements are subsequently used 

as the basis, along with test engineer knowledge (implicit models), for developing manually 

executable TCs written in a proprietary test language. The left side of Figure 1 shows the manual 

workflow, while the right side shows the model-driven workflow adopted by our proposed 
methodology. 

 

Manual Workflow Model-Driven Workflow

Requirement 

HLR & LLR

Executable TCsTest Execution 

Abstract Test 

Scenarios

Models

Test Design 

Describe Requirements as 

Visual Use Case

Transform to Test Scenarios

Transform to Executable 

TCs

NL

Describe Requirements

Develop Requirements

Develop Executable 

TCs manually

Software requirement

 
 

Figure 1 Manual vs Model-driven development 

 
The main points of the new testing approach are: (1) functional requirements are described in 

visual scenario models; (2) the scenario models, in their turn, are transformed to test scenario 

descriptions; and (3) the resulting test descriptions, refined with test data, are finally transformed 
to test cases in TTCN-3.  

 

The approach can be seen as a process of successive refinements of specifications that involves 

model transformation and the insertion of additional information. The basic motivation for 
capturing requirements into models is to support the derivation of executable TCs.  

 

In the following subsections, we explain how model transformation and insertion of additional 
information are performed throughout the process to demonstrate the approach’s feasibility.  
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4.1. Formalizing Requirements as Scenario Models 
 

To facilitate the modeling of the NL requirements into UCM elements, the requirements are 

written in Cockburn use case notation [20] and mapped manually to UCM scenario models using 

the jUCMNav tool [21]. Given a use case: “Withdraw Money” that captures system behavior, the 

UCM scenario models can be built by mapping the use case elements to their equivalent UCM 

components and responsibility elements (discussed in the next subsection).  
 

The following shows how the behavior of the “Withdraw Money” is formalized into a use case 

notation. 
 

Primary Actor: Bank Customer 

Secondary Actor: DB.  
Precondition: The Customer has logged into the ATM. 

Postcondition: The Customer has withdrawn money and received a receipt. 

Trigger: The Customer has chosen to withdraw money. 

Main Scenario: 
1. DB displays account types. 

2. Customer chooses account type. 

3. DB asks for the amount to withdraw. 
4. Customer enters the amount. 

5. Customer removes money. 

6. DB prints and dispenses receipts. 
7. Customer removes receipt. 

8. DB displays a closing message and dispenses the Customer’s ATM card. 

9. Customer removes the card. 

10. DB displays a welcome message. 
Extensions: (Failure mode) 

5a . DB notifies the Customer that funds are insufficient. 

5b. DB gives the current account balance. 
5c. DB exits option. 

 

4.2. Mapping the use case to UCM scenario models 
 

UCM scenario models can be built by mapping the Actors and the Actions elements defined in 

the “Withdraw Money” use case. The mapping is straightforward, for example, the Primary Actor 
(Customer) and the Secondary Actor (DB) are mapped manually to two UCM components: 

Customer and DB. The actions to be performed by each component, such as Display_ Account 

and Choose_Account are allocated to UCM responsibility elements. As a rule, the Actors’ 

elements are mapped to UCM components and the Actions’ elements to UCM responsibility 
elements.  

 

With some basic knowledge of the jUCMNav tool, the Actor’s ions and Actions in the use case 
are modeled into UCM scenarios. Figure  shows a UCM map consisting of two components with 

bounded responsibilities. 
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Figure 2  UCM Scenario models built from the “Withdraw Money” use case 

 

4.3. Transform UCM Scenario Models into Test Descriptions 
 

After validating the UCM scenario model, we used the traversal mechanism packaged with the 
jUCMNav tool to flatten the scenario model to several scenario definitions where each scenario 

element is mapped to TDL elements. The flattened scenario contains traversed UCM elements 

such as Component Instance, Gate Instance, Action Reference, Interaction, etc. The result of this 
traversal is several independent instances of TDL metamodel serialized in the XMI interchange 

format without support for alternative behavior or producing concrete TDL syntax or semantics. 

Therefore, we developed a process to transform the flattened UCM scenario model and data 

model (additional information) into an abstract test specification expressed as a valid TDL test 
specification.  

 

The transformation process, as shown in Figure 3, uses a developed tool to parse the flattened 
scenario, which has complete coverage of the UCM model, and transform it automatically to 

TDL Test Configuration and Test Description elements that can be compiled into a TDL concrete 

syntax. 
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Figure 1 The TDL Test Specification Process 

 

The tool parses the flattened scenario using an XMLStreamReader interface and automatically 

generates the two TDL elements; Test Description and Test Configuration. The interface 

XMLStreamReader is used to iterate over the various events in the flattened scenario to extract 
the information and convert it to TDL syntax. Once we are done with the current event, we move 

to the next one and continue till the end of the scenario. The process transforms the flattened 

UCM scenario into four TDL elements. The development of each element is shown in the 
following: 

 

TDL Data Set: A responsibility definition in UCM represents an action to perform. Using this 
information, the responsibilities involved in a stimulus/response action can be flagged as 

interaction messages and mapped into Data Instances in TDL. Algorithm 1 shows compiled TDL 

Data Instances grouped in two Data Sets that are developed from test data. 

 

4.3.1. TDL Data Set 

 

A responsibility definition in UCM represents an action to perform. Using this information, the 
responsibilities involved in a stimulus/response action can be flagged as interaction messages and 

mapped into Data Instances in TDL. Algorithm 1 shows compiled TDL Data Instances grouped 

in two Data Sets that are developed from test data. 
 

 
 

Algorithm 1 TDL Data Sets 

 

1. Data Set RequestInput { 

2.    instance Prompt; 

3.    instance DisplayInfo;  } 

4. Data Set Preference{ 

5.    instance AccountType;  

6.    instance Amount;  

7.    instance Signal;   } 
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4.3.2. TDL Test Objective 
 

By analyzing the scenario model and adding additional information from the system 

requirements, several Test Objectives can be developed and enriched as shown in  

Algorithm . These objectives are used as guidelines to design the Test Description or to design a 
particular behavior. 

 

 
 

Algorithm 2  TDL Test Objective 

 

4.3.3. TDL Test Configuration 
 

The exchange of information between the Tester and SUT components is performed via a point 

of communication (Gate). As such, the Test Configuration in TDL contains all the elements 
required for this communication, such as Component Instances may either be a part of a Tester or 

a part of a SUT and Connections. Algorithm 3 shows the TDL Test Configuration generated 

automatically from the exported “WithdrawMoney” scenario. 

 

 
 

Algorithm 3 TDL Test Configurated generated from the “Withdraw Money” Scenario 

 

4.3.4. TDL Test Description 

 

The Test Description in TDL defines the expected behavior, the actions, and the interactions 
between DB components. The TDL Action element to be performed is matched with its 

equivalence, the UCM responsibility object. Whereas, the TDL Interaction element represents a 

message sent from a source and received by a target. Algorithm 4 shows the TDL Test 
Description composed of actions, timers, and interactions. 

1. Gate Type defaultGT accepts RequestInput, Preference; 

2. Component Type defaultComp { gate types :defaultGT ; }  

3. Test Configuration TestConfiguration { 

4.    //Customer component 

5.   instantiate Customer as Tester of type  

defaultComp having { gate gCustomer of type defaultGT ; } 

6.    //DB component 

7.   instantiate DB as SUT of type defaultComp 

8.   having { gate gDB of type defaultGT ;  } 

9.    //connect the two components through their gates 

10.   connect gCustomer to gDB;  } 

 

1. Test Objective TestObj1 {  

2. description: "Ensure that Customer selects an account 

type within 15 seconds";} 

3. Test Objective TestObj2 {  

4. description: "Ensure that Customer removes the card 

within 15 seconds"; }   
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Algorithm 4 TDL Test Description 

 
As mentioned earlier, the absence of an alternative element in the scenario metamodel required 

manual adjustment of the generated Test Description to merge the scenarios that constitute 
alternate test behavior. Finally, the four TDL elements are combined in one TDL Test 

Specification and used as a base to generate an executable test in a scripting language. 

 

4.4. Transform TDL Specification into Executable Test 
 

The transformation of the TDL Specification model to an executable test in TTCN-3 is done 
based on their metamodels and transformation rules that we defined in terms of mappings 

between the elements of meta-models. The transformation rules as shown in Table 1, are 

programmed and implemented in a tool based on model-to-text technology called Xtend. 

 
Table 1 shows the transformation rules from TDL to TTCN-3. 

 

Rule TDL Meta-model 

elements 

(syntax) 

 Our TDL  

concrete syntax 

Equivalent TTCN-3 

statements 

Description 

Rule# 

1 
TestConfiguration Test Configuration <tc_name> module <tc_name> { } 

Map to a module statement with 

the name < td_name > 

Rule# 

2 
GateType 

Gate Type <gt_name> accepts 

dataOut, dataIn;  

type port <gt_name> message { 

 inout dataOut; 

 inout dataIn; } 

Map to a port-type statement 

(message-based) that declares 

concrete data to be exchanged over 

the port.  

 

 

Rule# 

3 

 

ComponentType 

Component Type <ct_name> { 

gate types : <gt_name> 

instantiate <comp_name1> as 

Tester of type <ct_name> having 

{ gate <g_name1> of type 

<gt_name> ; } 

 

type component comp_name1{ 

 port <gt_name> <g_name1>; } 

Map to a component-type 

statement and associate a port to it. 

The port is not a system port. 

1. Test Description TestDescription {  //Test description definition 

2. use configuration: TestConfiguration;  { 

3. perform action Display_Account on component DB ; 

4. perform action Choose_Account on component Customer  }; 

5. gDB sends instance Prompt to gCustomer with { test objectives: TestObj1;};  

6. gCustomer sends instance AccountType to gDB with { test objectives: 

TestObj1;   };  

7. gDB sends instance Prompt to gCustomer  };  

8. gCustomer sends instance Amount to gDB }; 

9. perform action CheckAmount on component DB ; 

10. gDB sends instance DisplayInfo to gCustomer  with { test objectives 

:TestObj2;  }; }; 

11. perform action Remove_Money on component Customer ;  

12. perform action Remove_Card on component Customer ;  

13. repeat 2 times {  //Iterate over receiving responses,  

14. alternatively  {  

15.   gDB sends instance Prompt to gCustomer with  { test objectives: 

TestObj1; };    

16.      set verdict to PASS ; } 

17.      or { gate gCustomer is quiet for (15.0 SECOND);   

18.      set verdict to FAIL;  }     

19.  alternatively  {  // Customer sends Amount  

20.    gCustomer sends instance Amount to gDB;  

21.     set verdict to PASS ;    }           

22.     or { Amount < Balance; } 

23.     set verdict to FAIL;  }  }  } 
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Rule# 

4 

ComponentType 

Component Type <ct_name> { 

gate types : <gt_name> 

instantiate <comp_name2> as 

SUT of type <ct_name> having { 

gate <g_name2> of type 

<gt_name> ; } 

 

type component comp_name2{ 

 port <gt_name> <g_name2>; 

} 

Map to a component-type 

statement and associate a port of 

the test system interface to it. 

Rule# 

5 
Connection 

connect <g_name1> to <g_name 

2> 

map (mtc: <g_name1>, system: 

<g_name2>) 

Map to a map statement where a 

test component port is mapped to a 

test-system interface port 

Rule# 

6 
TestDescription 

Test Description(<dataproxy) 

<td_name> {  

 use configuration: <tc_name>; { 

} 

} 

module <td_name> { 

import from <dataproxy> all; 

import from <tc_name> all; 

 

testcase _TC() runs on 

comp_name1 {} 

} 

Map to a module statement with 

the name <td_name >. The TDL 

<DataProxy> element passed as a 

formal parameter (optional) is 

mapped to an import statement of 

the <DataProxy> to be used in the 

module. The TDL property test 

configuration associated with the 

'TestDescription' is mapped to an 

import statement of the Test 

Configuration module.  

A test case definition is added. 

Rule# 

7 

AlternativeBehavio
ur 

alternatively { } alt {} Map to an alt statement  

 

 

Rule# 

8 

 
Interaction 

<comp_name1> sends instance 

<instance_outX> to 

<comp_name2> 

<comp_name1> 

.send(<instance_outX>) 

Map to a send statement that sends 

a stimulus message  

<comp_name2> sends instance 

<instance_Inx> to 

<comp_name2> 

<comp_name1> 

.receive(<instance_InX>) 

Map to a receive statement that 

receives a response when the 

sending source is a SUT 

component. 

Rule# 

9 
VerdictType Verdict <verdict_value> verdicttype 

<verdict_value> contains the 

following values: {inconclusive, 

pass, fail}. No mapping is 

necessary since these values exist 

in TTCN-3 

Rule# 

10 
TimeUnit Time Unit <time_unit> N/A 

<time_unit> contains the 

following values: {tick, 

nanosecond, microsecond, 

millisecond, second, minute, 

hour}. No mapping is necessary; a 

float value is used to represent the 

time in seconds 

Rule# 

11 
VerdictAssignment set verdict to <verdict_value> setverdict (<verdict_value>) Map to a setverdict statement.  

Rule# 

12 
Action perform action <action_name> 

function <action_name>() runs 

on <g_name1>{ } 

<action_name (); > 

Map to a function signature and to 

a function call. The function body 

is refined later if applicable. 

Rule# 

13 
Stop stop stop 

Map to a stop statement within an 

alt statement. 

Rule# 

14 
Break break break 

Map to a break statement within an 

alt statement. 

Rule# 

15 
Timer 

timer <timer_name> 

 

timer<timer_name> 

 

Map to a timer definition 

statement. 

Rule# 

16 
TimerStart 

start <timer_name> for 

(time_unit) 
<timer_name>.start(time_unit); Map to a start statement. 

Rule# 

17 
TimerStop stop <timer_name> <timer_name>.stop; Map to a stop statemen.t 

Rule# 

18 
TimeOut <timer_name> times out <timer_name>.timeout; Map to a timeout statement. 

Rule# 

19 

Quiescence/ 
Wait 

is quite for (time_unit) 

waits for (time_unit) 

timer <timer_name> 

<timer_name>.start(time_unit); 

<timer_name>.timeout 

Map to a timer definition 

statement, a start statement and to 

a timeout statement. 

Rule# 

20 
InterruptBehaviour interrupt stop Map to stop statement 

Rule# 

21 

BoundedLoopBehav
iour 

repeat <number> times repeat 

Map to a repeat statement. The 

repeat is used as the last statement 

in the alt behaviour. It should be 

used once for each possible 

alternative.  

Rule# 

22 
DataSet Data Set <DataSet_name> { } 

type record 

<DataSet_nameType> { }  

Map Data Set to record type using 

DataSet_name and prefixed with 

“Type” 

Rule# 

23 
DataInstance instance <instance_name>; 

 

[<instance_name_S>;] 

[<instance_name_R>;] 

 

Map instance to a variable, using 

instance_name and prefixed either 

with “_S” for stimulus or with 

“_R” for response  
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The TTCN-3 Test Description module transformed from the TDL Specification is shown in 
Algorithm 5. 

 

 
 

Algorithm 5 Executable Testcase in TTCN-3 

 

5. EVALUATION AND RESULT OF THE APPROACH 
 

We evaluated the approach with a private case study that we used as a SUT. We used three 

legacy use cases expressed in NL that describe the behavior of an avionics product. The 
conducted experiment started by capturing the requirements into UCM scenario models. Once the 

scenario models were validated, the approach used them as input and transformed them into test 

descriptions which later transformed into executable test cases in TTCN-3. The details of the 

experiment are shown in the following paragraph. 
 

The execution of the three use cases on the new testing process resulted in generating 41 test 

scenarios and TCs. The new testing process covered all paths in the scenario models generating 
one TC for each scenario path, as listed in Table 2. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

1. module TestDescription { 

2.    import from TestConfiguration all;   

3.    import from WithdrawData all;  

4.    testcase _TC () runs on Customer { 

5.    map (mtc:gCustomer, system:gDB); 

6.    timer SelectionTime; timer RemoveTime;       

7.    Display_Account ();  // function call  

8.    gDB.send(PromptTemplate); 

9.    SelectionTime.start(15.0); 

10.    alt {                            

11.       [ ] gDB.receive(ChoiceTemplate) { 

12.           SelectionTime.stop; 

13.          Set verdict(pass);   

14.          CheckAmount ();  // function call       

15.          gDB.send(DisplyInfoTemplate); 

16.         RemoveTime.start(15.0);   

17.         repeat } // restart the alt              

18.           RemoveTime.timeout { 

19.           setverdict(fail) }  

20.       [ ] gDB.receive(SignalTemplate) { 

21.           RemoveTime.stop; 

22.           setverdict(pass); } 

23.       } 

24.    unmap (mtc:gCustomer, system:gDB);  }   } 

25.    function Display_Account () runs on DB {   } 

26.    function CheckAmount () runs on DB {   }  

27.  } 
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Table 2 The coverage rate achieved by the new testing process 

 

 
We analyzed the generated scenario models and found that they covered the requirements and, in 

their turn, were transformed to correct test cases when executed against the SUT. As a result, the 

new testing process achieved the scenario and requirement coverage criterion and generated 

correct TCs. We found the following benefits from our new testing practice:  
 

Visual representations: capture requirements in a model provides visual representations to test 

engineers and increase their understanding as opposed to scattered information. 

 

Early Testing: Once software requirements are described in scenario models; the test cases can 

be generated by pressing the button. 
 

Decreased test effort: in our auto-generation testing approach, the number of cycles to get 

correct test cases is reduced. The test development phase is generated instead of manually 

developed.  

 

Reduced human errors: The fact that the tests are generated at will from the model reduces the 

possibility of error and ensures the robustness of the test results.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The manual propagation of software requirements, expressed in natural language, to executable 
tests and ensuring acceptable test coverage is labor-intensive and error-prone. Generating tests 

based on behavioral models and model transformation has the potential to improve the testing 

process. Model-driven testing uses the transformation technique to generate test artifacts by 
mapping models and linking them together at different levels of abstraction. 

 

This research proposes a model-driven testing approach to generate executable test cases from 

visual use cases. The approach starts by describing the SUT requirements in use case models, 
which are transformed and mapped to abstract test scenarios. These scenarios are more refined 

and transformed into executable tests in a scripting language. The approach was applied and 

evaluated in an industrial case study. Full automation (where feasible) of the proposed approach 
is the aim of our ongoing work in this area, especially the automation of merging linear scenarios 

(detecting common path up to a UCM branch). 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

use case 
Scenario Path 

# of TCs 

 

Requirement Coverage Rate 

Primary Secondary 

Use case 1 7 11 18 100 % 

Use case 2 3 9 12 100 % 

Use case 3 4 7 11 100 % 

Total 14 27 41  
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